
Workflow

Single representation of data between you and your counterparties to help reduce disputes

Ability to digitize legacy and future agreements, providing an efficient mechanism to 
reconcile internal records and provide accessibility across the organization

Leverage Contract Analysis technology to extract specific data attributes that may require 
remediation e.g. IBOR transition, negative interest, Brexit or Collateral downgrades

Quickly create Term Sheets to document your initial margin monitor arrangements

Open access API's connect agreement data between your in house or third party vendor 
platforms, as well as online negotiation platforms like ISDA Create. Custom adaptors 
allow Agreement Manager to capture data from a wide array of data sources ensuring 
ease of connectivity.

Web-based user interface provides a central, real-time view across all your collateral and 
umbrella agreements including GMRA’s, ISDAs, MSFTAs as well as eligible collateral 
schedules and tri-party agreements

How?

Agreement Manager from Acadia 

revolutionizes your legal agreement workflow, 
accessibility and data quality
We are frequently faced with operational challenges in our workday. If you have any 
reliance on accurate CSA agreements to ensure that your workday runs smoothly, then 
keep reading.....or better still, get in touch.



Agreement Manager, part of the AcadiaPlus platform, has been cited as the most 
significant innovation in the bi-lateral Derivatives industry in recent years. This 
standardized and centralized platform allows you to stay in control of your data.


Disputes due to poor data costs your firm time & money

-  AGREEMENT MANAGER



Acadia® is a registered trademark of AcadiaSoft, Inc. ISDA SIMM™ is a registered trademark of ISDA

Follow us:

Get started today - speak to an Acadia

sales specialist and learn more at

Contact us for more information on 

www.acadia.inc

info@acadia.inc

Get started today - speak to an Acadia sales specialist

Schedule a meeting  

Key Benefits of 
Agreement Manager

ONE


Reduce financial exposure by expediting 
agreement capture, amendment

and creation

THREE


Reduces agreement driven disputes by 
resolving data representation differences 
and establishing golden records

FOUR


Sophisticated models that monitor 
Agreements to ensure they remain 
regulatory compliant

TWO


Unlocks legal and operational data to 

enhance front to back processes

SIX


Reduces operational risk by leveraging a 
standard and consolidated workflow

TEN


Basic Service available as part of your 

AcadiaPlus Subscription

EIGHT


Significantly reduces long-term operational costs

FIVE


Common source of data to feed all 

interested parties/systems

NINE


Source agnostic consolidation 

of legal agreement data

SEVEN


Increased transparency and control

acadia.inc/agreement-manager-take-the-advantage
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